Chapter 2
Visualizing the Bacterial Cell Surface: An Overview
Harald Engelhardt
Abstract
The ultrastructure of bacteria is only accessible by electron microscopy. Our insights into the architecture
of cells and cellular compartments such as the envelope and appendages is thus dependent on the progress
of preparative and imaging techniques in electron microscopy. Here, I give a short overview of the development and characteristics of methods applied for imaging (components of) the bacterial surface and refer
to key investigations and exemplary results. In the beginning of electron microscopy, fixation of biological
material and staining for contrast enhancement were the standard techniques. The results from freezeetching, metal shadowing and from ultrathin-sections of plastic-embedded material shaped our view of the
cellular organization of bacteria. The introduction of cryo-preparations, keeping samples in their natural
environment, and three-dimensional (3D) electron microscopy of isolated protein complexes and intact
cells opened the door to a new dimension and has provided insight into the native structure of macromolecules and the in situ organization of cells at molecular resolution. Cryo-electron microscopy of single
particles, together with other methods of structure determination, and cellular cryo-electron tomography
will provide us with a quasi-atomic model of the bacterial cell surface in the years to come.
Key words: Correlative microscopy, Cryo-electron microscopy, Cryo-electron tomography, Cryosectioning, Electron microscopy, Focused ion beam micromachining (FIB), Freeze-etching, Metal
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1. From Staining
to Visualization
Bacteria came into virtual existence in 1683 when Antoni van
Leeuwenhoek detected viva animalcula in dental plaques by means
of his self-made microscopes (1). Since then, microbiology has been
intertwined with microscopy; and even in recent years, achievements of modern fluorescence microscopy and cryo-electron
tomography founded a new (or revived an atrophied) discipline in
microbiology, namely microbial cell biology. Investigations of the
cellular organization and its compartments with new microscopies
also shed light on the architecture of the microbial cell surface,
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and of the bacterial cell envelope in particular, that is still being
explored. 130 years ago and almost exactly 200 years after the
initial observation of bacteria, Robert Koch developed a staining
method to visualize and differentiate the causing agent of tuberculosis. Paul Ehrlich who improved the method shortly after interpreted the acid-resistant staining behavior as a specific property of
the cell envelope (2) and thus realized that bacteria may have different cell wall compositions. The staining introduced by Hans
Christian Gram in 1884 (3) had even more impact. It distinguished
between two larger groups of microorganisms and was not only
taken as indicative for the cell wall permeability (4) and thickness
(5, 6) a number of decades later, but also for the apparent cell wall
architecture of gram-positive (thick peptidoglycan, no outer membrane) and gram-negative bacteria (thin peptidoglycan, outer
membrane in addition). However, cell envelopes turned out to be
more diverse and the behavior of Gram staining often led to misinterpretations of the cell wall composition. The extreme chemical
variability of the cell surface (mainly of lipopolysaccharides and
flagellar antigens) became apparent by serological typing of
Salmonella strains introduced in 1926 (7) and its systematic documentation based on the Kauffmann–White scheme (8), which
meanwhile lists more than 2,500 entries (9). Staining and labeling
methods for light microscopy have been and still are of diagnostic
value but they could hardly reveal structural details of the bacterial
cell surface because of the limited resolution power of light optical
instruments.
The situation changed with the invention of transmission electron microscopy (EM) in 1932 (10), the first electron microscopical images of bacteria encouraging further studies (11, 12), and the
development of appropriate preparation and imaging techniques
(still in progress) that provided structural insights and prompted
the research on microbial cell envelopes. Early investigations still
employed staining methods known from cytology of eukaryotes
(13). The era of fruitful investigations began in the early 1950s
(14, 15), flourished in the 1960s and later when ultrathin sectioning had become a common method, and lasts until today, now
profiting from cryo-electron microscopy of vitrified and unstained
biological material in a close-to-native state. Any progress in the
visualization of cell envelopes, their internal structure, and of its
appendages preceded technical and preparative innovations. Major
developments of EM after its invention (three-dimensional (3D)
EM, cryo-electron tomography [CET]) occurred in about 30-years
steps, as well as methods for specimen preparation (ultrathin sectioning, cryo-sectioning, cryo-focused-ion-beam micromachining
[cryo-FIB]). Other significant improvements for imaging biological material, i.e., contrast and resolution enhancements (heavy
metal shadowing, negative staining, EM of unstained material,
zero-loss energy filtering, imaging correction by phase-plates)
showed a periodicity of about 15 years, so that we observe a minor
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Fig. 1. Technical and preparative developments in transmission electron microscopy and their impact on structural
research of microbial cell envelopes and their constituents. The thickness of time lines indicates the importance of
methods. Dashed lines denote assessments for future applications. Some key discoveries in microbial surface structure
research are indicated.

or major innovation step every 5–9 years that is of importance
for structure research in (micro)biology (Fig. 1). The evolution of
EM techniques was of course accompanied and partly driven by
the immense progress of computational performance and efficient
software solutions for image processing. The route led from chemically fixed, stained, and dehydrated specimens to native and
vitrified preparations devoid of artificial modifications, from 2D
projections to 3D reconstructions, and from low resolution images
to quasi-atomic models for representative structures. Some important events of EM cell surface research are indicated in Fig. 1.
This chapter gives an overview of electron microscopical
approaches, which have been of particular importance for structural research in microbiology, highlights its contributions to our
understanding of the microbial cell surface, and outlines the perspectives for the near future.

2. Looking
at Surfaces
2.1. Heavy-Metal
Shadowing

Metal coating (“shadowing”) of isolated and dried cell envelopes
was one of the first systematically applied contrasting methods
(16, 17) when it had become clear that biological material
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produced only low contrast in the EM. Metal shadowing led to the
detection of regularly patterned cell wall layers (15, 18) in Bacteria
and Archaea (as realized much later). The existence of these common surface layers (S-layers) was ignored in microbiology for a
long time since neither Escherichia coli nor Bacillus subtilis, the
bacterial model organisms, possess S-layers, and the classical ultrathin sections often failed to display the complete profile of cell
envelopes (see Subheading 3.1). Metal shadowing of S-layers
became particularly attractive when the structural destabilization
and heterogeneity of air-dried preparations was avoided by freezedrying (19). The 2D crystalline assemblies, the use of metals with
smaller grain size (e.g., tungsten–tantalum instead of platinum),
the improved signal-to-noise ratio after image processing, and the
recovery of the surface shape by relief reconstruction (20–22)
stimulated a period of frequent studies (Figs. 1 and 2). The latter
approach yielded reliable information on the surface structure of
S-layers to about 2 nm resolution (23).
A technical variant, applying only low amounts of metal (gold,
silver, platinum) that decorates preferred molecular sites but does
not cover the whole surface, was used to identify and highlight
periodic structures in freeze-dried or freeze-etched protein assemblies (24, 25). Metal shadowing and decoration of isolated material lost its appeal when 3D electron microscopy came into play
(see Subheading 4). Today, contrasting by metal coating is used for
some special applications only.
2.2. Freeze-Etching
and Freeze-Fracturing

Cells, frozen as a whole, freed from ice by deep-etching (sublimation above −100°C), contrasted by metal coating, and finally prepared for EM by the replica technique (26–28), show their very
surface. For a long time, this was the only method to look at cells
from outside. Again, it was a useful approach for identifying and
characterizing the outermost layer of bacterial cells. By this way the
orientation of S-layers could be determined and comparisons with
the isolated layer and its 3D reconstruction revealed conformational variations (upon isolation). Although informative, such
comprehensive investigations remained scarce (Fig. 2, (29)).
Freeze-fracturing—where the frozen cells are broken prior to
etching and metal coating—not only displayed cell surfaces but
also part of the envelope profile. Since fracture faces propagate
along surfaces and hydrophobic ones in particular, often the inner
or outer leaflet of membranes was visible and thus indicative of
lipid membranes (30).

2.3. Scanning Electron
and Scanning Probe
Microscopy

Imaging of surface structures from abiotic and biological material
is an original domain of scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
This approach usually also employs metal coating and is limited in
lateral resolution for several reasons so that molecular details of
cell surfaces can hardly be investigated (31). Therefore, SEM does
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Fig. 2. Staining and reconstructions of the S-layer from Sporosarcina ureae. (a, d, g) Freeze-etched cell unidirectionally
shadowed by tungsten-tantalum. (b, d, h) Isolated S-layer unidirectionally shadowed by tungsten-tantalum. (c, f, j) Isolated
S-layer negatively stained with Na/K-phosphotungstate. (d, e) Surface relief reconstruction of the outer surface after averaging
of unit cells; contour lines indicate identical levels of the relief hight (black areas are valleys). The central tetragonal domain
has a different height in the isolated S-layer and indicates a conformational change upon detachment from the cell wall.
(f) Averaged S-layer lattice; black areas indicate stain-filled gaps, bright areas represent protein mass. (g, h) Models of reliefs
from the outer surface. (j) Three-dimensional (3D) (isosurface) model of the S-layer based on tilt-series data. Scale bar
indicates 200 nm (valid for a–c). The averages and models (d–j) show four unit cells each (lattice constant 12.9 nm).

not play a prominent role in studies of the bacterial surface although
low-voltage SEM promises interesting applications in biology (32).
In the 1980s, a novel type of microscopy was invented and
introduced a fascinating approach to gain topographical and spectroscopic information from surfaces, i.e., scanning probe microscopy (SPM) (33, 34). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) of fully
hydrated and uncoated protein assemblies, once more of S-layers
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(35, 36), and membranous samples containing densely packed
protein complexes (2D crystalline porins (37)), yielded topographical images of high signal-to-noise ratio, so that single complexes
could be inspected. AFM has an impressive z-resolution down to
1 Å and a subnanometer resolution in x–y-direction, depending
on the tip geometry and the structure of the sample (38, 39).
Functionalization of the tip and particular scanning modes allow
for probing various molecular features such as polarity and charges
(40), hydrophobicity, elasticity or roughness (41), and can be
applied to probe molecular forces for binding and unfolding (42,
43). Investigations of the surface of intact cells are possible (44);
but—according to a hidden law—the larger the object under the
tip the weaker the resolution of details. The preferred domain of
SPM for topographical investigations is flat specimens such as
membranes and densely packed proteins with moderate corrugation that firmly adhere to the supporting substrate. Similar to other
approaches probing surface characteristics, scanning microscopies
are complementary to methods for 3D structure analysis.

3. Profile of Cell
Envelopes
3.1. Ultrathin
Sectioning: Looking
into Microbes

Intact bacteria, either directly dried or soaked with (heavy) metals
were not suited for EM because of the extremely low or high
contrast, preventing imaging of details (45). The solution to this
problem was thin-sectioning, a technique that was already known
from preparations of tissues. However, the sections had to be
ultrathin (£100 nm) and this required the development of new
microtomes (14, 46, 47). In the 1960s and 1970s the common
methods for fixation (glutaraldehyde), dehydration (water-ethanol
exchange), staining (OsO4, Pb(OH)2, ruthenium red), embedding
(epoxid resins), and polymerization (60°C) were established and
represented the basis for most of the cytological investigations in
the following two decades. In the early 1960s, the existence of an
outer membrane became apparent (48–50) and the characteristic
difference of the cell wall thickness of gram-positive and gramnegative bacteria was established. The development and peculiarity of
the architectural layers cytoplasmic membrane, peptidoglycan,
outer membrane, polysaccharide capsules (slime), and sometimes
other (unidentified) components were investigated and shaped our
view of the composition and variability of the bacterial cell envelope (31, 51). Interestingly, S-layers were only rarely detected or
recognized in ultrathin sections (52). One of the reasons was that
they usually did not show up very clearly—with some remarkable
exceptions (53–55)—and another one that microbiologists were
not prepared to perceive this structure (56). A systematic investigation of the staining behavior of ultrathin sections from Deinococcus
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Fig. 3. Effect of different fixation and staining conditions for ultrathin sections of
Deinococcus radiodurans. The cells were treated with (a) OsO4 and PbO, (b) glutaraldehyde, OsO4, and Pb(OH)2, (c) tannin, OsO4, and Pb(OH)2, (d) tannin, glutaraldehyde, OsO4,
and Pb(OH)2, (e) glutaraldehyde, OsO4, ruthenium red, and Pb(OH)2, (f) tannin, glutaraldehyde, OsO4, ruthenium red, and Pb(OH)2. All samples were embedded in epoxide resin and
polymerized at 60°C. Most of the sections show the thick fenestrated peptidoglycan, but
only the section in (d) indicates the existence of an outermost layer possessing a periodic
structure (S-layer “HPI”) (Courtesy of W. Baumeister, Martinsried).

radiodurans—possessing a thick fenestrated peptidoglycan, an
outer membrane, an S-layer, and a polysaccharide capsule
(57)—illustrates the impact of preparation conditions for the visualization of cell envelope components and for the interpretation of
the cellular architecture (Fig. 3).
Another problem was the harsh preparation conditions that
were suspected to alter the appearance of morphological details and
to denature protein complexes. The structural integrity of cells was
improved by cryo-substitution and new embedding materials,
polymerizing in the cold (58). Hence, proteins were conserved better
and could be localized by immuno-EM easier than before (59).
Today, this is the standard procedure for bacteria, ideally being combined with high-pressure freezing for improved structural preservation. However, substitution of cellular water and staining, even in
the cold, could still not be expected to keep the organization of
macromolecules untouched. If a near-to-life situation has to be guaranteed there is no way other than freezing the samples and keeping
them frozen in the microscope without any chemical treatment.
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3.2. Cryo-Sectioning:
Pure Nature

As early as 1960, Humberto Fernández-Morán explored methods
for cryo-electron microscopy (60). Yet, it took another two decades
until basic experiments encouraged the development of cryosectioning to a reproducible and reliable technique (61–63). As an
important prerequisite, Jaques Dubochet demonstrated that quick
freezing prevents water from forming ice crystals that would
destroy the (molecular structure of) biological samples otherwise;
water could be vitrified (64). Vitrification is possible by plungefreezing (fast injection of samples into a cryogen such as ethane at
»−180°C (65)) if the specimen thickness does not exceed »10 mm.
Thicker samples require freezing at high pressure (about 2,000 bar)
that lowers the freezing rate of water and suppresses the formation
of cubic ice up to a freezing depth of »100 mm (66). Cryosectioning turned out to be a demanding technique that found its
way into other laboratories only slowly. But ultrathin sections
of native frozen-hydrated cells, and imaging based on the contrast of
untreated biological material only, almost instantly succeeded to
clarify open questions of the cell wall architecture in bacteria. Valério
Matias and Terry Beveridge demonstrated a periplasmic space in the
gram-positives Bacillus subtilis and Staphylococcus aureus (67, 68),
and two other groups showed the bilayer structure of the peculiar
outer membrane in mycobacteria and corynebacteria (69, 70), which
was not obvious in conventional preparations (71, 72).
Cryo-sectioning is not free of artifacts. Forces acting during the
cutting process have various consequences for the frozen sections
(73, 74). The most severe disadvantage is compression in the cutting direction that affects the morphology of the cell envelope and
the bilayer structure of membranes (Fig. 4, (69)). Although it is

Fig. 4. Mycobacterial cell envelope in cryo-electron microscopy. (a) Cryo-section (thickness »35 nm), the membrane bilayer
structure is preserved perpendicular to and compressed in the cutting direction (from the right). (b) EM projection of a cell
thinned by cryo-FIB milling; the bilayer is visible in all orientations but displayed with lower contrast due to the specimen
thickness (»300 nm). (c) Cryo-electron tomography of an intact cell, x–y-slice from the tomogram. Bar indicates 100 nm.
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possible to detect periplasmic protein complexes in less squeezed
regions of the cell (75) a thinning method without compression
effects was desirable for studies of microbial cell envelopes.
3.3. Cryo-Focused Ion
Beam Micromachining
(Cryo-FIB): Thinning
Without Artifacts

4. Macromolecules
and Protein
Assemblies in
Three Dimensions
4.1. Negative Staining
of Isolated Protein
Complexes

Dual beam scanning electron microscopes are equipped with an
electron gun and an ion gun (gallium) in addition that is used to
abrase material from specimens in a controlled manner. This milling technique is wellknown from material science and was applied
to plastic-embedded cells and tissues for imaging by SEM (76, 77).
Michael Marko and colleagues described the first experiments
with frozen-hydrated bacteria thinned by FIB milling for further
investigation in the EM (78, 79). Cryo-FIB has meanwhile been
optimized for 2D and 3D electron microscopy and was shown to
completely avoid compression of frozen samples and membrane
structures (Fig. 4, (80, 81)). Specimen thinning by FIB micromachining will likely become a key technique for the investigation of
prokaryotic (and eukaryotic) cells and for cryo-electron tomography in particular (see Subheading 5).
Methods for imaging surfaces and EM of ultrathin sections
essentially provide structural information in two dimensions
only, either in x–y- (surfaces) or in x–z-direction (thin sections).
The development of 3D techniques, covering all dimensions (x, y, z),
thus denoted a major step in EM.

Metal-coating by thermo-electric evaporation provided sufficient
contrast for EM but was not suited to yield structural information
from all orientations of isolated macromolecules and protein assemblies. The idea to embed particles in heavy metal salts such as
Na/K- phosphotungstate (82) and others introduced later (see
ref. 83 for a compilation) opened the new field of molecular EM.
The technique of negative staining avoided drastic flattening on
the specimen support upon drying and stabilized the protein complexes in the electron beam (83, 84). Negatively stained virus
capsids (85) and large enzymes (86, 87) were the first molecular
specimens that could be reconstructed in 3D. While the investigation of a single negatively stained protein molecule was insufficient,
reconstructions including averaging procedures provoked the
development of 3D electron microscopy (88) and image processing systems (89–93). Averaging exploits the structural redundancy
of regular assemblies such as filamentous and 2D crystalline structures, or uses high numbers of individual molecules, imaged from
different projection directions, in single particle approaches.
Negative staining not only opened the door to the third dimension in EM but also improved the resolution of molecular details.
The apparent resolution limit of 1.3 nm (83) corresponds to the
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diameter of a globular protein domain consisting of eight amino
acids (94). This was good enough to get insight into the architecture of filamentous and 2D crystalline protein assemblies. 3D
reconstructions of S-layers showed common architectural principles
and the variability of the outer surface (95–98) and inspired the
search for individual and general functions (29, 99, 100). Studies
on major outer membrane proteins in isolated cell walls and reconstituted in artificial 2D crystals clarified the arrangement of pores in
trimeric porins (101, 102) before cryo-electron microscopy pushed
the resolution limit further (103, 104) and X-ray crystallography
succeeded to solve the atomic structure (105). Major contributions
to the basic understanding of bacterial appendages concerned the
helical organization of flagellins in the flagellar filament and hook
(106, 107) and of spirillin in a large basal disk of the Wolinella succinogenes flagellar apparatus forming an Archimedian spiral (108).
Although the 3D reconstruction of negatively stained protein
complexes and membranous structures was a major step in EM,
and the future of the contrast-enhancing technique was regarded
optimistic in the early 1990 (83), its application has several drawbacks. (1) Negative staining only offers access to the shape of molecules to about 1.3–1.7 nm resolution, but not to its intrinsic
structure. (2) Complexes embedded in membranes cannot be
stained, only their domains outside of the lipid bilayer and large
pores. (3) Artificial variability of protein complexes introduced by
embedding in stain, i.e., in high salt concentrations upon drying,
and accompanying effects of positive staining can hardly be
identified, which affects the interpretation of structural features
(109). To overcome the limitations, negative staining was occasionally replaced by polyhydrated compounds (e.g., glucose, erythrose, glycerol) often conjugated with gold (aurothioglucose (110))
or other metal clusters (111). The resolution and structural preservation was considerably increased, but now the specimens became
radiation sensitive and enforced low dose microscopy resulting in
images of low signal-to-noise ratio. Glucose embedding was
extremely successful with the 2D crystalline bacteriorhodopsin still
residing in the natural lipid membrane (112). Soluble proteins
required a more general approach that consequently led to cryoelectron microscopy of proteins embedded in vitreous ice without
contrast-enhancing additives. Negative staining, thus, lost its
importance for molecular 3D EM (Fig. 2.1) but is still esteemed
for its simplicity and fast application in preparation control and for
preliminary structural investigations.
4.2. Cryo-Electron
Microscopy: HighResolution Structures
of Regular Assemblies
and Single Particles

Frozen-hydrated samples smoothly replaced negatively stained
preparations in single particle EM when the microscopes became
accessible to remote control and image processing faster due to
powerful computers. Although cryo-EM is much more costly
and laborious, it has unbeatable advantages. (1) The image signal
originates from the biological material, (2) the macromolecules
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are embedded in their natural environment (water) and do not
experience treatments other than vitrification, (3) the resolution
is not limited by any staining and can potentially reach the quasiatomic level (113).
The low signal-to-noise ratio of images of radiation-sensitive
macromolecules requires averaging of 103–106 particles, depending on the number of identical subunits per particle, the intrinsic
conformational variability of protein complexes that enforces
classification into structural subsets (114, 115), and the resolution
desired. If proteins are organized in a regular pattern, alignment
and averaging is particularly effective. This was demonstrated and
exploited with the first quasi-atomic structure of a 2D crystalline
membrane protein, i.e., bacteriorhodopsin (116). The next highresolution structures were the result of the consequent application
of cryo-EM with filamentous structures, where the protein units
occur in a helical arrangement. The benefit of such protein filaments
is that one EM image already contains projections of the repeating
unit in different orientations that can be combined to a 3D electron
density map (117–119). The structures of the flagellar filament
(120–124) and the hook (125–127) were solved to near-atomic
resolution. Some of the latter models were obtained from cryo-EM
3D-reconstructions combined with the X-ray structure of isolated
(truncated) flagellin by means of molecular docking. This synergetic
combination of techniques, the hybrid approach (128–130), has
meanwhile become a common strategy to solve the atomic structure
of large, flexible and very complex protein assemblies that cannot
be crystallized as a whole. A number of other helical appendages
(fimbriae, pili) were also investigated by cryo-EM in a similar way
(131). Isolated flagellar motors and the switch complex (132–134),
periplasmic and outer membrane components of, e.g., the type III
(135, 136) and type IV secretion machineries (137, 138), and
other periplasmic multicomponent complexes are not filamentous
or helical but possess an internal rotational symmetry so that the 3D
reconstruction is facilitated in the course of averaging individual
particles, again leading to high-resolution models in combination
with other methods of protein structure research.
The single particle approach in cryo-EM is a powerful method
that will—together with X-ray crystallography—contribute to
solve the structure of protein complexes and molecular machines
isolated from microbial cell surfaces in the years to come.

5. Cells in Three
Dimensions
5.1. Cryo-Electron
Tomography (CET):
The Integrative
Approach

The 3D reconstruction of an individual biological structure is
obtained by the tomographic approach. The specimen is tilted around
an axis from ideally −90° to +90° (less in practice) and projected every
1°–3° to collect a 3D data set (tilt series). The projections are aligned
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and the 3D electron density map (tomogram) calculated. The basic
principles are known since the late 1960s (86, 139). But only when
the technical progress allowed for automatic control of electron
microscopes (140, 141), electron energy filtering (142, 143), recording of data by sensitive cameras, and demanding computations, it
became possible to realize the vision of reconstructing an entire
cell in three dimensions. The group of Wolfgang Baumeister pioneered the development of cryo-electron tomography for frozenhydrated cells in a close-to-life state and is continuing to improve
it (65, 144–147). The major characteristics of cryo-tomograms
are: (1) they contain the signatures of the entire proteome of a cell,
(2) they present the positions, orientations, and interactions of
macromolecular complexes in a “snapshot” of a close-to-life situation,
(3) they allow to trace intracellular filaments (the cytoskeleton)
and large macromolecular assemblies in 3D and to visualize the spatial
organization of the cytoplasm and the cell envelope at macromolecular dimensions. Challenges are (1) the low signal-to-noise ratio of
original data, (2) the resolution-limiting imaging conditions (defocus), (3) the crowded nature of intact cells with very high concentrations of macromolecules and a heterogeneous composition, making
the identification of individual molecules demanding, and (4) the
uniqueness of cells that prevents signal enhancement by averaging
(except for redundant molecules contained in tomograms, see
Subheading 5.3). A comprehensive compilation of the technical
aspects of CET is found in (65). The presentation of structural details in
the cellular context and in a close-to-life state provides unprecedented
insight into the complete 3D organization of cells and new findings
in almost all of the reconstructions of bacteria published to date.
These include microbial S-layers (148), the mycobacterial outer
membrane (69), extracellular membrane vesicles (149), the peptidoglycan (150), the bacterial flagellar apparatus (151–153), the membrane-bound cytoskeleton mediating cell motion in mollicutes (154),
and a rapidly growing number of cytoplasmic structures; for selected
reviews and articles see refs. 155–159.
It is the fate of new methods that they have to reproduce
already established knowledge and to prove that they are able to
confirm previous discoveries. Usually, membranes are only reconstructed as solid structures in CET (150, 152, 157), not revealing
the lipid bilayer characteristics that are wellknown from ultrathin
sectioning since decades. This is due to extreme underfocus conditions, producing high contrast, but limiting the resolution to about
4–6 nm. However, it is possible to adjust the imaging conditions
appropriately and to reconstruct the lipid bilayer of inner and outer
membranes (69). In addition, attempts have been made to correct
for the focus effects (i.e., for oscillations of the contrast transfer
function) by image processing and to enhance the resolution of 3D
reconstructions to 2 nm or better (160, 161). Theoretically, it is
possible to amend the contrast transfer function already in the
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Fig. 5. Scheme of bacterial cell sizes and suitable specimen thickness for cryo-electron
tomography (0.6 mm).

microscope in the course of imaging. Recent studies evaluated
experimental approaches that appear to be promising and will
directly extend the usable resolution for CET (162, 163).
One important limitation is the suitable specimen thickness for
tomographic reconstructions. Since electrons strongly interact
with atoms the thickness of biological material should ideally not
exceed »0.6 mm (0.5–1.0 mm) with 300 keV electron microscopes,
the instruments commonly used for cellular CET (65). This limits
direct CET applications to an adequate group of microbes and
requires thicker cells to be thinned (Fig. 5). As outlined in
Subheading 3.3, the method of choice will be FIB milling since
it does not only allow to abrase material without compression artifacts but also to cut out lamella from cells in arbitrary positions and
orientations (81).
5.2. Correlative
Cryo-Microscopy

The inspection and definition of cellular structures in tomograms
is feasible by eye or automated segmentation (146, 164) if they are
large and characteristic enough (e.g., membranes, filamentous
aggregates, flagellar motor). However, the unambiguous
identification of (smaller) molecular complexes requires specific
labeling or comparison with known structures by an objective
approach. Classical labeling with immunogold is possible for surface structures of intact cells that are accessible from outside. The
widely applied label green fluorescent protein (GFP) is not directly
detectable by electron microscopy. But it can be used to identify
subregions of big cells or individual bacteria in multicellular aggregates (consortia) by cryo-fluorescence microscopy for selective
thinning by FIB and/or imaging by CET. The correlative microscopy approach (80, 81, 165) has been developed in recent years and
is advantageous for selecting appropriate cells or cellular regions in
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an efficient manner for CET. Recently, fusion of proteins with
electron-dense ferritin was achieved and can directly be applied to
find labeled proteins in tomograms (166).
However, any labeling may modify native interactions with
other macromolecules; it would thus be desirable if unaltered
protein complexes were detectable by their individual structures.
This is accomplished by template matching.
5.3. Combining CET
and Single Particle
Averaging: The
Template Matching
Approach

Tomograms contain the signatures of the entire proteome being
present in the reconstructed volume. Provided that the signal of a
protein complex of interest is strong enough it can be detected and
identified by cross-correlating tomograms with the 3D structure of
the molecule (167–169). The template may originate from X-ray
crystallography or single particle EM (see Subheading 4.2).
Examples for soluble protein complexes in bacteria demonstrate
the potential of the approach (159, 170). It needs some effort to
extract the high-resolution information of tomograms and to
selected sub-tomograms containing the identified protein complexes. But the combination of artifact-free cryo-preparations of
cells and cell membranes in particular, appropriate imaging conditions and of image processing approaches, correcting for contrast
variations due to focus conditions and the focus gradient in projections of the tilted specimen (160), promises to get insight into the
structure of membrane (and other) protein complexes to 1–1.5 nm
resolution (171). Template matching finds the positions and orientations of the respective protein complexes that can be extracted
(sub-tomograms) and 3D averaged afterwards. If the sub-volumes
include some neighboring space specifically interacting structures
will be captured in an in situ situation. By this way labile or only
temporarily existing but functional protein aggregations may be
identified and structurally investigated.

6. Perspectives
Future investigations of bacterial structures will reside in the cold
and will predominantly make use of 3D information. Cryo-electron
tomography and its associated techniques will take over what electron microscopy of ultrathin sections of plastic-embedded material
has been for structural research in microbiology for the last four
decades. The goal is to visualize whole cells at molecular resolution
and to evaluate molecular interactions in situ. The template matching approach is still in its beginning and awaits broader application
in the years to come. The challenge is the reliable identification of
smaller protein complexes in the crowded cytoplasm and in membranes, which would benefit from electron detectors with improved
signal transformation in the higher resolution range and from more
efficient correction approaches for the contrast transfer function in
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the course of 3D reconstruction. The introduction of commercial
solutions for cryo-FIB micromachining and phase-corrected electron microscopy employing phase plates could denote a further
step forward. With these improvements, the perspectives to successfully explore the largely uncharted territories of the bacterial
cell envelope—the periplasm and the outer (and inner) membrane
in situ—are promising.
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